This paper describes a novel application of the MIST methodology to target detection in SAR images. Specifically, a polarimetric whitening filter and a constant false alarm rate detector are used to preprocess a SAR image; then the AQ15c learning program is applied to learn and detect targets. Encouraging and impressive experimental results are provided.
Introduction
Research on computer vision reveals that it is necessary for a flexible and robust vision system to incorporate learning capabilities. Now this line of research has become an active area (Michalski et aI., 1992; Bhanu & Poggo, 1994) . This paper is focused on using machine learning methods to detect targets in SAR images.
A synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an all-weather imaging device, able to provide good images of what it has detected even in fog, clouds, or darkness in which optical sensors are useless. Detecting and recognizing targets in SAR images is of much significance in military and civil applications. Successful detection of targets in SAR images is difficult because there is a large amount of noise in image data. This paper presents a novel "91achine learning approach to this problem by using the MIST/ AQ method (Michalski et aI., 1996) . In particular, a SAR image is first processed by a polarimetric whitening filter (PWF) to improve image quality (Novak et al., 1990) , and then input to a constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detector for screening its natural clutter and detecting potential targets within it (Ravid & Levanon, 1992) . The output from the CFAR detector is used by AQ15c (Michalski. et. al., 1986; Wnek et. aI., 1996) for training and detection. The 1ft x 1 ft resolution SAR images we used were collected in Stockbridge New York, by the Lincoln Laboratory at MIT and provided to us by DARPA. The experimental results were very encouraging and impressive.
threshold is not so understandable or flexible as symbolic knowledge descriptions. Besides, determining which pixels came from a target or not and then grouping them is often difficult or impossible due to noise. Burl et al. (1994) used the matched filter technique to detect potential volcanoes in Venus SAR images. Matched filters for each kind of volcano were constructed from training volcano examples and then were applied to scan an image pixel by pixel to locate potential volcanoes. The matched filter is possibly subject to rotation, size and other vision condition changes. Further, using matched filter to scan a whole image and computing the degrees of match with each constructed filter is time-consuming.
Application of machine learning techniques to target detection in images is relatively new. Rong and Bhanu (1996) adopted the reinforcement learning method. The training and testing were directly performed on raw FUR (forward-looking infrared radar, not SAR) images without any transformation. They divided an image into many rectangulars which were the input unit to a learning system. Directly training and testing on raw data could consume more time and generate harder learning problems and dividing the image into small areas for training could lead to incompleteness of target information.
MIST Methodology
Among the most important research goals of applying machine learning methods to vision problems is to gain better understanding of matching appropriate learning methods to appropriate vision problems. MIST (Multilevel Image 5.ampling and Iransformation) has been developed as a general methodology for applying machine learning methods to vision problems . The purpose of MIST is to provide a researcher with an environment in which a variety of machine learning methods and approaches can be flexibly applied to a wide range of vision problems.
The MIST methodology works in two modes: training mode and interpretation mode (Figure 1 ). In the training mode, four steps are needed and, based on training performance, possibly repeated for better results. Event generation is to generate examples for learning or testing. Description space generation means that a trainer assigns concept names to areas in training images that contain concepts or objects to be learned. In the interpretation mode, three steps are executed. Trans/onnation application is to apply the Image Knowledge Base (IKB) to examples generated from testing images to produce a transformed version which, for instance, could be a segmented image. The output is annotated symbolic images (ASI). In an ASI, areas or objects that correspond to the recognized concepts in the original image are marked by symbols (e.g., colors) denoting these concepts and linked to concept annotations (text containing additional information about that concept, such as degree of certainty of recognition, properties of the concepts, relation to other concepts, etc.). The output ASI in one level can be the end result (one-level training) or input to later levels (multilevel training) for better results (e.g., repeated training on the same natural scene image) or for other tasks (e.g., target recognition). The image knowledge base (IKB) contains prior or learned descriptions or visual concepts, image processing operators, attribute extraction operators and background knowledge relevant to image interpretation.
Among the advantages of this methodology are the ease of applying and testing -diverse learning methods in a uniform manner, the potential for implementing advanced and complex learning processes, the natural way of interpreting images. 
Learning to Detect Targets
Guided by the MIST methodology, we designed a MIST/AQ system which consists of three sequential phases: enhancing image quality by a PWF, screening by a CFAR detector, and target learning and detection by AQ15c (Figure 2 ). The first two stages provide the preprocessing needed for further target detection and recognition.
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Polarimetric Whitening Filter
The technique called the polarimetric whitening filter (PWF) (Novak et at, 1990) improves SAR image quality in two aspects: minimization of the amount of speckle (noise) and sharpening the edges of image objects. For the details of this technique, see Novak et at(1990) and for its application to this work, see .
CFAR Screening
Various constant false rate alarm (CFAR) algorithms (e.g., Ravad & Levanon, 1992; Wang et aI., 1994 ) take a SAR image as input and perform a screening function, i.e., detecting potential targets in SAR images by examining intensities of radar returns and thereby providing a massive reduction of natural clutter (grass, trees etc.). Figure  3b is the CFAR image (Le., processed by a CFAR detector) of Figure 3a . In our work, we followed the implementation presented in (Wang et aI., 1994) . Note that due to noise inherent in SAR images, there are many false alarms which passed the screening of the CFAR detector. 
Learning and Detecting 4.3.1 Definitions of attributes
In our work, the pixel is the unit used in learning and detection. We consider each pixel that passed the CFAR detector as an example. For each example, produce a set of attribute values defmed on a circular area (centered on the pixel or example of interest) from either its CFAR or PWF image, both of which can provide descriptive information about the example (Figure 4a ). Two circular areas were used in this work, one with the diameter being 21 pixels and the other 31 pixels. For the definitions of adopted attributes, see Zhang et al. (1996) .
Classification of training examples and discretization
Before learning, training examples must be classified as target and non-target examples. This is not easy, since it is impossible to accurately decide whether the pixels on the border of a target are target examples or non-target examples. Thus, there might be some misclassified examples for training. We adopted a simple rule: pixels connected (8-connectivity) to a target are target examples and otherwise non target examples (Figure 4b ).
Considering the characteristics of SAR image data, we adopted the Chi-merge discretization scheme (Kerber, 1992) and applied it to extracted raw data from CF AR or PWF images. The following are exemplary examples after discretization (attributes ending in "I" represent attributes defined on a circle with ta diameter of 21 pixels, those ending in "2" are for circles with a 3 I-pixel diameter): 
Training
The SAR image acquired during a single imaging process by an airplane or satellite is called a pass, which can be divided into smaller portions called frames. Image objects are partitioned into two classes: targets and non-targets. The following are exemplary AQ rules acquired by taking pixels in frame 1 of Figure 4 as training examples. The t-weight in the above rules represents the total number of examples covered by a rule and the u-weight the number of examples uniquely covered by that rule. The larger weights are, the more stronger the pattern in a learned rule represents.
Target examples

Experimental Results and Discussion
We tested all our SAR images whose ground truth is known. The experimental results are summarized in Table 1 . In the first experiment, training was executed on Frame 1 in Figure 3b and tested on Frame 2 in Figure Sa . The goal of this experiment was to see the performance of the rules learned in one pass but applied to a another place of a different pass.
In the second experiment, in addition to Frame I in Figure 3b , the data in Frame 2 in Figure 6a was also used for training, in which there is a power-line tower. Frame 1 in Figure 6b was used for testing. As can be seen, AQ detection results were excellent (Figure 6b) . Further, the rules learned in this experiment were retested in Figure 5b and the results were almost the same. Note that immense number of false alarms in Figure 6b indicate the difficulty in determining and grouping pixels which is the way adopted by Kreithen et al. (1993) .
The first two experiments indicate that the MISTfAQ approach was able to capture the patterns among data and that learned knowledge was successfully applied to testing images, even to untrained targets. The results of the second experiment are interesting and important because it shows the necessity of learning. It can be easily seen from Figure 6b that it is virtually impossible to remove non-target examples by using vision techniques such as the size filter or majority voting.
An outstanding aspect in our experiments is that all targets remained after AQ detection while false alarms were maximally reduced, almost to zero. Another thing worth mentioning is that even though there was noise in our training data the results were still satisfactory. A possible way of avoiding data noise and acquiring fewer rules is selecting only some typical target pixels (e.g .
• pixels in the center of a target) for learning. However rules learned in this way might not capture the various data patterns near or on the border of a target. Because of this, the spatial distribution (important for target recognition) of pixels of detected targets would be damaged. Further, some targets would probably disappear. Experiments proved this analysis (not shown here). In our results, the number of learned rules was small and almost all targets were well preserved in their spatial distribution of pixels.
(a)
Fig. 6. Pass 5: (a) the CFAR image; (b) AQ detection results. Our system for target detection is a good combination of vision and machine learning techniques. The noise reduction by the PWF and the screening from a CF AR detector maximally reduce and improve data needed as input to a learning method, in contrast to directly performing learning and testing on raw images (Rong & Bhanu, 1996) .
Conclusion
This paper describes a novel application of the MIST methodology to target detection in SAR images. The presented MIST/AQ system for target detection in SAR images consists of: using the polarimetric whitening filter to enhance the quality of SAR images, applying a CFAR detector to screen natural clutter to maximally reduce the unnecessary information for training, and learning and detecting targets by AQI5c. The contributions of our approach can be summarized: the pixel-based operations in our approach avoid the problem of determining and grouping pixels or building templates; utilizing vision techniques maximally reduces and cleans data necessary to learning so that learning is more likely to succeed; false alarms are maximally reduced so as to provide a classifier with a list of potential targets of good quality. Experimental results presented are very promising and clearly show the effectiveness of the MIST/AQ method for solving this problem.
